CALL FOR PAPERS
19th Congress of the European Association of
Work and Organizational Psychology (EAWOP)
Turin, Italy, May 29th to June 1st, 2019

The theme of the 19th EAWOP Congress is “Working for the greater good: Inspiring people, designing jobs
and leading organizations for a more inclusive society”.

We are living in a period marked by accelerated social change, economic and financial turbulence, and major
dislocations of populations, with an associated risk of significant social fragmentation. The theme of the
congress highlights the need for work and organizational psychologists, whether academics or practitioners,
to actively engage through their work in tackling these risks and promote inclusion, integration, cohesion
and participation.

The congress will bring together scientists and practitioners from Europe and around the world. The Program
Committee invites you to submit proposals for oral presentations, symposia, posters and panel discussions.
Contributions from both scientists and practitioners are welcome as well as contributions that link scientific
and practitioner approaches and perspectives.

MAIN TOPICS
Abstract proposals in all areas of work and organizational psychology may be submitted, such as (but not
limited to):
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Employment relations
Positive organizational behavior
Interventions
Ethics and sustainability
Emotion in the workplace
Employee stress and burnout
Work-life interface
Employee selection
Organizational change and development
Technology, work-design and human-machine-systems
Human resource management
Leadership and management
Global issues
Performance and productivity
Labor market issues
Occupational and organizational safety
Conflict in organizations
Teams and work groups
Research methodology
Entrepreneurship/self employment
Organizational structure, culture and climate
Economic psychology, consumer behavior and marketing
Emerging themes in work and organizational psychology

CONGRESS VENUE

The 19th EAWOP congress is hosted in the Torino Lingotto Congress Centre, Via Nizza, 280 – Turin, Italy
(http://www.centrocongressilingotto.it/EN/Pages/Home.aspx). Built between 1917 and 1922, the FIAT
building symbolised a turning point in the development of Italian industry, marking the end of one era and
the start of another. Many generations of workers have been employed in the workshops of this great
industrial complex, manufacturing not only cars but also aero engines, commercial vehicles and household
appliances. Having already been remodelled on numerous occasions over the years in response to changing
industrial needs, in 1985 the factory ceased production. In 1989 an international competition was launched
to transform the Lingotto industrial area into a modern multifunctional centre. These were years of frenetic

activity, as the winning project by Genoese architect Renzo Piano – designer of the Beaubourg in Paris in the
1970s – was turned into reality, earning acclaim from architects and engineers around the world.

KEYNOTES
The 19th EAWOP congress will include exciting keynotes around the congress theme “Working for the
greater good: Inspiring people, designing jobs and leading organizations for a more inclusive society”. We
are proud to announce Elena Cattaneo (Senator for life of the Italian Republic, University of Milan), Evangelia
Demerouti (Eindhoven University of Technology), Vicente González Romá (University of Valencia), David
Holman (University of Manchester), Michelle ‘Mikki’ Hebl (Rice University, USA) and Sharon Parker
(University of Western Australia). Please visit http://eawop2019.org/speaker/ for detailed information about
key notes and state of the art presentations.

SUBMISSION TYPES AND REVIEW PROCESS
All congress contributions must be in English. Submission may be scientific in nature, with a practitioner focus
or a scientist-practitioner collaboration. The following submission types are available: symposium, forum,
single oral paper, poster (which may be interactive), and panel discussion. All abstracts are submitted
through the conference website http://eawop2019.org/. Each submission will be assigned to reviewers with
expertise in the related field. The first author of an abstract will be considered to be the presenter of the
paper or chair of the symposium or forum at the conference.
ALL ABSTRACTS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED BY OCTOBER 15TH, 2018.
NOTIFICATION OF ACCEPTANCE WILL BE COMMUNICATED BY JANUARY 15TH, 2019.

PRE‐CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
In the tradition of EAWOP congresses, a number of pre-conference workshops will be offered on Wednesday,
May 29th. The workshops will cover methodological as well as substantive topics, such as multilevel
structural equation modelling, growth modelling, modern personnel selection, humanitarian work and
organizational psychology, etc. More information is provided at http://eawop2019.org/

REGISTRATION
We invite you to register for the conference at the conference website: http://eawop2019.org/.
Deadline for early registration (at a reduced fee) is February 15th, 2019.
As already announced, we decided to change the original dates (8th-11th May 2019) to the new one (29th
May to 1st June 2019) to avoid an overlap with a very large Book Fair in Turin. We apologize for any
inconvenience this may cause.
We really look forward to meeting you in Turin in May 2019!

